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In this paper, a framework for the concept of flexibility in complex system desig
presented. This is one of the first of many steps toward developing new design meth
designers that will aid them in the development of customizable systems that me
requirements of multiple customers and multiple tasks. The hope is that this pape
provide both a starting point from which academia and industry can move forwar
developing new design methods for flexible systems and a basis for establishing a
dard lexicon for use when referring to flexible system design.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1701874#
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1 Introduction
In this section, the key issues and motivation for this resea

topic are discussed. They serve to set up the remainder of
paper in which the flexible system concept is defined and so
preliminary results from a hypothetical design problem are gen
ated and discussed.

1.1 Key Research Issues. Flexible systems, in this work
are defined to be systems designed to maintain a high leve
performance when operating conditions or requirements chang
a predictable or unpredictable way. A flexible system may h
robustness designed into the system@1# and/or it may physically
change in order to adapt to new conditions or requirements
order to develop methods to promote flexible systems des
there is a need to:

• Develop metric~s! for flexibility that can be used during a
design process.

• Distinguish between flexible, adaptive, open, and robust s
tems and the tools necessary to design each.

• Develop methods to model flexibility and explore the inhe
ent tradeoffs in flexible systems, while maintaining a sense
optimality in a multiobjective sense.

In this paper, a framework for these developments is establis
some preliminary results are provided, and insights into fut
needs are presented. In the next subsection, the importanc
flexible systems as the next revolution in design history is d
cussed.

1.2 Flexible Systems in Engineering Design.There are nu-
merous current applications of flexible systems. Milliken R
search Company, a consultant to automotive racing teams, i
terested in designing flexible cars that are able to adapt to
curves and turns in a Formula One racetrack@2#. Praxair, a manu-
facturer of air separation plants, strives to implement flexibil
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into their family of air separation plants that operate on all sev
continents@3#. NASA strives to design cost effective aircraft an
space systems that are flexible enough to perform a numbe
duties, usually reserved for multiple systems@4,5#. Researchers a
Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center~PARC! are developing a new
breed of robots that are flexible enough to adapt to their chang
surroundings or applications@6#. Mayflower Corporation is cur-
rently testing a variable motion engine, in which the compress
ratio and the stroke of the engine may be varied through al
ations of the lever-arm pivot-point. By modifying these two va
ables, compression ratio and the capacity, it is possible to optim
the engine to meet a particular running condition.@7#.

These are only a few of the important applications of flexib
systems and flexible design processes. The motivation for exp
ing and handling flexibility in design can be traced back to Hen
Ford and his assembly line. Figure 1 shows a brief history of
trends in product design. Although Ford’s process brought ac
racy into manufacturing design it offered no choices to the c
tomer @8#. The next evolution was to improve efficiency, whi
maintaining accuracy, in order to mass-produce products at lo
cost. Today, manufactured product design is involving the c
tomer more. A primary measure of success isflexibility in product
design to create customized orders while maintaining accur
and efficiency. The internet and information revolution have a
contributed to flexible systems design being an iterative soc
technical process@9#. Each new measure of success relies on
old measures to improve the process. Although the measur
unknown, the next logical step is a largely automated proc
While it may be difficult if not impossible to replace the value
preferences, and judgments of designers, many steps of capt
customer preferences and converting them into function and f
could be automated. Before this can happen, an understandin
flexibility and its impact on product design must be developed a
integrated into the design process. Motivation for continuing
this vein is presented in the next subsection.

1.3 Motivation for Flexible Systems. The motivation for
developing methods to achieve flexible systems has many fa
The first stems from the idea that tradeoffs may not always

in
d
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necessary in a well designed system. For example one ma
able to achieve low cost and high quality@10#. Flexible systems
have the ability to limit and potentially eliminate performan
tradeoffs within systems that are capable of adapting to give
timal performance in predictable situations.

In the design of a racecar the difference between winning a
and not winning comes down to the ability of a driver to get t
most out of his or her racecar. The core vehicle design~how it is
set-up and tuned by a race team! is aimed at an optimal compro
mise that allows the driver to repeatedly turn fast lap times a
particular racetrack. Vehicle simulations are now used not o
prior to and during a race weekend to guide tuning of the race
but also in the design phase where parameters, which are
adjustable, must be set and optimized. The basic configuratio
the car~e.g., center of gravity, suspension systems, steering s
ness, roll stiffness! remains constant. Formula One racetracks
not constant radius tracks and do not consist of only a few tu
A layout of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, site of the 2000
Grand Prix, is shown in Fig. 2. This course, as typical with F
mula One racetracks consists of a number of turns, rangin
radius sizes from 114 ft. to 840 ft. The optimal racecar confi
ration for each turn is also different@11#. However, the team mus
choose one configuration come race day. In addition, it may
on race day, it may be humid, or it may be hotter than expec
All these uncontrollable conditions create a difficult job for rac
car designers.

However, consider aflexibleracecar design that is able to opt
mize its performance as a function of the current track conditi
~ignoring racing restrictions for the time being!. Whether on a
straightaway, a big turn, or a small hairpin turn, the car co
adjust variables such as the center of gravity, roll stiffness,
aerodynamic downforce~via wings and aerofoils!. This adjust-
ment could be more automated through an active control sys
or less automated and a result of a driver adjustment. The ab
of a racecar to dynamically change is a practical illustration of o
aspect of flexible systems,adaptability, being presented in this
paper.

While the racetrack layout provides a highly predictable asp
of a racecar’s operating environment, there is a multitude

Fig. 1 Trends in product design

Fig. 2 Indianapolis Motor Speedway configuration
Journal of Mechanical Design
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equally important factors that cannot be predicted~e.g. tempera-
ture, wind, rain, etc.!. Such unknown factors are largely the focu
of another aspect of flexible design,robustness, which strives to
minimize the effect of unforeseeable changes in the operating
vironment on the performance of the system without eliminat
the cause of the changes themselves@1#. The effect is to create a
system that is less sensitive to variation in uncontrollable des
parameters than the traditional optimal design point@12#. Though
methods to incorporate robustness into the design process alr
exist @13–23#, incorporation of these methods into a flexible d
sign framework may require revision.

Robustness is similar to adaptability, but there is an import
distinction between these various modes of flexibility. The k
issue is the nature of the changes in operating conditions or
quirements.Adaptable design parametersare capable of accom
modatingpredictablechanges in operating environment, whilero-
bust design parametersare capable of accommodatin
unforeseeablechanges in the operating environment.

A final motivation for examining flexible design methods is th
improvement of methods already developed. Incorporation
flexibility and adaptability into the design process has seen so
application more recently, especially in the area of robust des
Combining robust design approaches and game theory was
by Chen and Lewis@14# to provide a range of solutions to design
ers, in effect giving more freedom to the designers and harnes
flexibility. Messac provides a Physical Programming based R
bust Design Optimization method@15# which provides flexibility
through incorporation of designer preferences. According
Roser, ‘‘flexible design has the ability to change performan
while requiring only minor time and costs to change the des
parameters’’@24#. Flexible design under this context has be
used to improve product design and reduce the economic
associated with making changes to design parameters throu
flexible design methodology@25#. In addition, Parkinson calls for
the adoption of adaptive robust design approaches into the
ceptual design stage@26#. Adaptive robust design is the additio
of features to a design to ‘‘control or absorb variability.’’ Parkin
son points out that adaptive robust design has been used in a
hoc manner for some time and that incorporation of this ideolo
in the conceptual design stage would be beneficial. Fina
achievement of ‘‘flexible’’ systems has been proposed via prod
platforms and product families by Simpson@27# and Finch@28#.
To this point however, ‘‘flexibility’’ has only been an abstrac
concept in system design. In the research presented here, fle
ity is viewed as a tangible physicality achieved through adapta
ity and robustness.

Integration of these and other methods first requires that
fundamental concepts of the flexible design framework presen
in the next section be well established. The development of m
ric~s! for and the modeling of flexibility could also lead to im
provements or new extensions in these and other methods.
tending these approaches under the fundamental conc
proposed in this paper is viewed as an important step in provid
dynamic design methods for the creation of truly flexible system

2 Conceptual Understanding of Flexible Systems
In this section, flexible systems are presented as a new typ

open system and formal definitions are presented. These de
tions should provide a consistent lexicon from which the des
community can base future research in flexible system design

2.1 Flexible Systems as Open Systems.Summarizing
these concepts of flexible systems, a hierarchical organization
the design of flexible systems is proposed and shown in Fig. 3
this organization, flexible systems are actually a subset ofopen
systems, or systems that are capable of indefinite change, grow
and development over time@29#, much like modular systems.

Modular architectures are a subset of open systems in much
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 413
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same vein as the flexible design framework proposed here
modular architecture, according to Ulrich, has the following tw
properties@30#:

1. Chunks implement one or a few functional elements in th
entirety.

2. The interactions between chunks are well defined and
generally fundamental to the primary functions of the pro
uct.

A truly modular architecture is one in which each ‘‘chunk’’ of th
overall system accomplishes one specific function and the in
face between chunks is well defined@30#. The advantage in such
an architecture is that a change to one ‘‘chunk’’ can be m
without requiring a change to the other ‘‘chunks,’’ in effect offe
ing some amount of flexibility to designers@31#. However, it
should be pointed out that if a design is too modular~needs dif-
ferent chunks for each situation! it may not be flexible enough
The approach to product family design by Simpson@27#, is an
example of a method based on a modular architecture.

The design of modular systems provides an effective way
design open systems. A modular design can be used to chan
develop a system over time without having to redesign the en
system. Single or multiple modules can be effectively repla
and updated. A flexible design also supports open systems de
in a different manner by allowing a system to adapt or rem
robust over time due to changes in requirements or operating
ditions. In this paper, the focus is on the flexible portion of Fig.
although there are similarities between flexible and modular s
tems. To facilitate understanding of what a flexible system truly
and to create a consistent lexicon, formal definitions are in
duced here for flexible systems, robustness and adaptability.

2.2 Formal Definitions for Flexible Systems. From the
motivation and conceptual discussion of flexible systems in p
vious sections, one gets a general understanding of the aspe
flexible design. In this research, the following definitions are u
to describe flexible systems and its modes:

• Flexible systems—Systems designed to maintain a high lev
of performance through real time adaptations in their configu
tion and/or through robust parameter settings when operating
ditions or requirements change in a predictable or unpredict
way. This definition implies that flexibility can be obtaine
through two modes: adaptability and robustness.

• Adaptability —Mode of achieving flexible systems wher
system parameters~design variables! that can be changed an
their range of change are identified to enhance performance o
system inpredictablechanges in the operating environment; th
can be changed when the system is not in use~passive! or in real
time ~active!.

• Robustness—Mode of achieving flexible systems where sy
tem parameters~design variables! are set constant to minimize th
effect of unpredictablechanges in the operating environment
the performance of the system without eliminating the cause
the changes themselves@1#.

Fig. 3 Organization of open engineering systems
414 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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Clearly, modular and flexible systems have a lot in comm
Both system types utilize robustness to deal with unforesee
changes in operating environment. Both systems also offer ad
ability to improve performance in predictable situations. The m
jor difference between modular and flexible systems is the typ
adaptability utilized. Modular systems would more frequently u
passive adaptability to achieve a new set of performance crit
while the system is offline. Flexible systems, on the other ha
use active adaptability in order to enhance performance while
system is in use. It is certainly possible to have a combination
active and passive components in a flexible system, similar to
integrated approaches to active and passive control of struct
@32#.

With a conceptual understanding and formal definitions of fle
ible systems in mind, a framework for achieving flexibility i
design is presented in the next subsection. This framework
vides a starting point for a formal methodology for designi
flexible systems.

2.3 Framework for Flexible System Design. A design
framework for flexible systems is proposed, aimed at provid
effective decision support. This framework is shown in Fig.
This framework is an adaptation of the decision-based des
framework given by Hazelrigg@33#. The focus in this paper is on
the highlighted boxes where the concepts of flexibility, adapta
ity, and robustness have direct impact. The original framew
provides a comprehensive approach to designing a system b
eratively changing design variables to maximize the assessed
ity of the design. This utility is generated using corporate pref
ences, market demand, and selling price. The demand and
are determined using the system attributes, including life cy
costs. A set of exogenous variables, external variables influen
the system, also play a role in determining attributes and dem
See@33# for a detailed description of the generic framework.
this discussion, the focus is on the necessary changes in the fr
work for flexible systems.

The system configuration of interest can now be viewed as
adaptable/robust configuration~Box A!, as shown in Fig. 4. The
costs~Box B! now include the additional costs of flexibility~dis-
cussed in Section 3.2!. The demand function~Box C! is also of
interest, as demand for a flexible system would change, if
price were acceptable. This demand function would be a func
of how flexible a system is, which creates a need to be able
measure and quantify flexibility. Lastly, the design variable value
must be chosen to maximize the utility in Box D~which usually
reflects profit!. With flexible systems, the choice of design va
able values also involves determining which variables should
made changeable~adaptive mode! and which should be made con
stant~robust mode!, allowing for flexibility in a system’s opera-
tion. The highlighted areas of the framework, A, B, C, and D a
the focus of discussion in this paper.

Fig. 4 Framework for flexible systems design
Transactions of the ASME
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Being flexible enough to accomplish a number of tasks does
come without a price. A tradeoff of flexibility versus performan
versus cost versus potential net profit is absolutely necessary
instance, in the racecar example, it would cost more to have
active control system. Is this added cost worth the potenti
valuable few hundredths of a second per lap? This depends
the potential future net profit of using the flexible system, wh
will dictate the demand for the product. When flexibility is impo
tant it may be beneficial to actually increase costs in order
increase the potential of increasing profit at a later date. In o
to make this kind of tradeoff,flexibility must be measured an
quantifiedso that designers can make rational tradeoff decisio
While there are a number of metrics for robustness, there are n
for adaptability or flexibility in general. Therefore, the differen
between the terms must be distinguished from a lexicon sta
point, and also from an implementation standpoint. For instan
certain measures of robustness may not work well with cer
measures of adaptability.

Therefore, the decision-making environment is one that
cludes multiple performance measures, which translate into fl
ibility measures. In a multiattribute design problem there are ty
cally an infinite number of ‘‘optimal’’ solutions, based on th
preferences and risk assessments of the designer~s!. In the next
section, the issues required to address some of the primary
lenges in designing flexible systems are discussed, including
technical background required for each task.

3 Issues in Designing Flexible Systems
In this section, a set of fundamental research issues that re

sent the foundation of flexible systems design are presented.
some of the technical background necessary to address the i
is presented, including some initial studies.

The fundamental need for flexible systems stems from the p
ence of multiple requirements, operating conditions, or custom
These various states of operation for a system are typically re
sented by a system objective. For instance, in the racecar exa
of Fig. 2, possible objectives would be ‘‘to minimize time arou
the 114/ft radius,’’ ‘‘to minimize time around the 840/ft radius
and every turning radius in between. If all these times can
minimized, and the driver performs well, then potentially ma
more races could be won and more profit could be realized. F
a decision making perspective, satisfying all of these objecti
simultaneously becomes a multiobjective decision problem.

When multiple competing objectives exist, the optimum is
longer a single design point but an entire set of non-domina
design points. This set is commonly referred to as the Pareto
@34#. The Pareto set is composed of Pareto optimal solution
feasible design variable vector,x̄8, is Pareto optimal if and only if
there is no feasible design variable vector,x̄, with the character-
istics,

f i~ x̄!< f i~ x̄8! for all i , i 51,n

f i~ x̄!, f i~ x̄8! for at least onei , 1< i<n

wheren is the number of objectives. The inherent problem w
multiobjective situations is the lack of a single best, or optim
point. However, with flexible systems, it may be possible to d
sign a system that could satisfy optimality conditions for multip
f ’s. This implies that some objectives could be unimportant
one time. Therefore, a system can adjust itself over some mea
able time frame to concentrate on more important objectives a
sacrifice of other, less important objectives. If a flexible syst
must adjust during its operation it may be important to rem
Pareto optimal~so that the performance follows the Pareto fro!
through changes in the system parameters. However, if a flex
system can adjust instantaneously or off-line, then it may no
important or even meaningful to follow the Pareto front. Rega
Journal of Mechanical Design
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less of how and when a flexible system adjusts, in order for thi
become a reality, a paramount step is to be able to mea
flexibility.

3.1 Creating Appropriate Metrics for Flexible Systems.
One of the most important research issues to address in flex
systems design is to establish proper methods of measuring
ibility under certain conditions and assumptions. This will affe
boxes C and D in Fig. 4, as the amount of flexibility in a syste
will influence the demand~by also affecting the price!. The
amount of flexibility will also influence the choice of the desig
variable values in order to achieve the necessary levels of flex
ity. It is proposed to measure flexibility in theperformance space,
or the space defined byf i , . . . ,f n . The performance space allow
a designer to understand how well a system meets perform
requirements~technical and economic performance!.

While flexibility can be achieved in the performance space
system’s ability to adapt or remain robust is achieved in thedesign
space, or the space defined by the vector of design variablesx̄.
Designers must be able to understand how certain performa
flexibility translates to adaptability and robustness in system c
figurations. Further, robustness will most likely be associated w
design variables that are too expensive or impossible to m
adaptable.

Beyond providing measures for flexibility, adaptability, and r
bustness, it is necessary to determine the relationship betwe
flexible system and its adaptable and robust modes. This prima
becomes a cost benefit issue and is presented in the next se

3.2 Mapping Between Performance and Design Spaces
Finding a relationship between the concepts of flexibility, robu
ness, adaptability and openness is difficult. Initial work has lead
the development of a hierarchical organization as shown in Fig
This figure is a combination of two branches from Fig. 3. Start
from the top, openness is a measure used to predict the sy
type that should be selected for product design, i.e., flexible
modular. Flexibility is a type of measurement related to the p
formance of the system being designed while adaptability
robustness require metrics that are measured in the design s
Given a measure of flexibility, the relationship to design variab
can be made and lead to robust and/or adaptable designs. A
Fig. 5 is merely a possibility. Further research and exploration
the concepts could lead to a change or additions to the id
covered in this paper.

One of the significant research issues in Fig. 5 is the mapp
between the conceptual levels. For instance, how does a parti
measure of system openness~capability to change, growth, an
development over time! map to a choice of flexibility or modular-
ity? Further, how does a measure of flexibility map to a particu
implementation of a robust and/or adaptable system config
tion? While both issues are significant, the focus is on the latte
this section. This issue affects boxes B and D in Fig. 4, as
relationship between flexibility and adaptability, for instance, w
influence what design variables are chosen to change or ad
This mapping also affects the costs of system production, thro
additional costs to achieve flexibility.

Fig. 5 Relation of concepts to design process
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 415
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While modeling demand and profit are necessary steps as
of the framework in Fig. 4, it is believed that before demand a
profit can be modeled, the scientific foundations of flexible s
tems need to be explored and understood. Current work is b
done on understanding the dynamics of demand, price, and p
within flexible systems, but this paper focuses on the foundati
of flexible systems.

As a starting point, consider Fig. 6. In the figure, a gene
performance space for a design problem with two objective
shown. A representative Pareto frontier is also shown. At one
of the Pareto frontier, point A, objective 1 is optimized~mini-
mized!, while at the other end, point B, objective 2 is optimize
~minimized!. All points in between the endpoints represent whe
some tradeoff is made between the objectives. The opportu
with a flexible system is to design the system such that it
change its performance between points A and B, depending u
the current operating conditions. Therefore, the distance betw
points A and B could represent a region of flexibility for a give
system. Of course, for 2 objectives, it is easy to visualize. Ho
ever, parallel work is being done to allow the visualization
multidimensional spaces, as a way to understand flexibility@35#.

While moving from point A to point B may be feasible from a
engineering standpoint, it may be too costly to implement.
example, if a designer determines that it is physically possible
design a flexible racecar that is able to change its design varia
~e.g., center of gravity, roll stiffness, and aerodynamics dow
force! by a large amount, it may cost too much to make the
variables adaptable. However, if a designer can achieve a ce
level of flexibility by making a small change to the center
gravity for example, then this may be an effective decision
make. Another representative example is the Mayflower Corp
tion’s flexible engine @7# which uses adaptive configuratio
changes to deal with competing objectives of power and fuel c

Fig. 6 Flexible design in performance space
416 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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sumption. Making these types of tradeoff decisions is where m
ping from flexibility to adaptability becomes critical.

Currently, there are three major decisions being addressed

• How flexible the design can and should be?
• What design variables to make adaptable?
• What range of adaptability is required for each of these va

ables to meet the desired level of flexibility?

The method outlined here is built upon the assumptions that th
are several costs associated with making a design flexible and
desirable to minimize these costs.

4 Method Discussion
The method presented here addresses to some extent box

B, and D in Fig. 4. The method attempts to determine an adapt
system configuration~Box A! based on a set of costs due to i
creased flexibility and other operating issues~Box B!. The method
involves utilizing optimization to select design variable rang
that produce flexible performance~Box D!. While product de-
mand is not being modeled here~Box C!, a performance cos
penalty is being used to penalize poor flexibility performance
an attempt to model lost profit.

Initially, a target range of flexibilityis specified by the designe
and indicated by the two design points representing its endpo
in the performance space. Figure 6 shows a representative pe
mance space plot with a target range of flexibility defined
points A and B. With a target range of flexibility specified, th
designer then must determine the penalty to deviate from
target range of flexibility. This penalty will reflect ‘‘lost profit’’
from not being able to achieve the target flexibility range. T
designer must also determine the maximum allowable range
adaptability for each of the system design variables.

The general problem setup for the method is that of a stand
optimization problem as shown in Fig. 7, with the objective bei
to minimize a cost functionincluding three costs of flexibility that
the designer must specify.

• The cost/penalty of deviating from the target range of fle
ibility ~endpoints! for system performance,

• The one-time cost of making a design variable adaptable,
• The operating cost of maintaining the required range

adaptability for each adaptable design variable.

This cost of flexibility function is by no means limited to the cos
included here, and can easily be expanded to accommodate
ous problem specific cost issues. The optimization problem
minimize costs while achieving desired levels of flexibility is co
strained by:

• a limit on the deviation from the target range of flexibility,
• a limit on which design variables can be made adaptable~be-

cause of costs limits!, and
• a limit on the feasible range of adaptability of each des

variable.
Fig. 7 General flexibility optimization problem setup
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Fig. 8 Optimization problem statement for static racecar design
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4.1 Case Study: Designing A Flexible Racecar.To illus-
trate the implementation and utility of this method it is applied
the design of a flexible Formula-One racecar. The motivation
implementing flexibility into a racecar stems from the fact th
every unique turn radius in a road race results in a unique rac
setup to achieve optimal performance. By incorporating flexib
ity, the vehicle could reconfigure during a race to obtain optim
performance at each unique turn.

While the full details of the racecar model being used are
discussed~see @2# for model details!, some background on th
model is necessary. When attempting to capture the dynamic
an automobile in a computer-based simulation, the amount of
tail available for inclusion is almost limitless. However, the thr
fundamental parameters of racing vehicle design, known as
‘‘magic numbers’’ in racing are given to be weight distributio
aerodynamic downforce distribution, and roll stiffness distributi
@36#. These three ‘‘magic numbers’’ are chosen as our three de
variables, each normalized between the front and rear axle.

Weight distribution is the fore/aft distance of the vehicle’s ce
ter of gravity~CG! behind the front axle divided by the vehicle
wheelbase. The potential exists to make this variable adaptabl
movable ballast~or some other method! within the vehicle. Aero-
dynamic down force distribution is the division of aerodynam
downforce~created by overall vehicle shape and inverted airfo!
acting at the front axle and the rear axle. This distribution can
made adaptable by adjusting the front and rear spoilers. Roll s
ness distribution is the amount of resistance to vehicle roll
front axle provides relative to the total resistance provided by
front and rear axles. Roll stiffness can potentially be made ad
able through changes in the front and rear suspension.

The sole mechanism connecting racecars to the road surfa
the four tires. The tire model used in conjunction with the vehi
model is based on empirical data taken on a tire-testing mac
over a range of loads@37#. The detail included in the tire model i
essential to the accuracy of the vehicle model. The vehicle m
be designed to take best advantage of its tires, as they are the
means to generate control forces for maneuvering. The three
sign variables are the principal values influencing tire-opera
conditions. Furthermore, the basic design is studied solely in
condition of steady state cornering. This is done by conside
the performance of the vehicle on a constant radius circle kno
as a ‘‘skidpad.’’ Changing the radius of the circle changes
vehicle’s velocity, thereby allowing the entire speed range of
vehicle to be studied. Constant velocity at peak cornering~maxi-
mum lateral acceleration! is sought through iterative solution tech
niques. The skidpad and steady-state cornering design con
are well founded and widely used in vehicle design and deve
ment.

The two conflicting objectives of interest in the case study a

• Minimize lap time on a 114 ft radius skid pad
• Minimize lap time on a 840 ft radius skid pad

These objectives are indicative of the smallest and largest r
turns at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway~Fig. 2!. The problem
setup is shown in Fig. 8~design variables are all normalized b
ical Design
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4.2 Discussion of Results. To illustrate some characteristic
of the method and its effective application to the design of flexi
systems, the flexibility optimization problem for the racecar
solved for four different cost scenarios~CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4!. In
each of these scenarios, the costs for making the design varia
adaptable and the unit costs for the range of adaptability for e
of the design variables are changed and are hypothetical in na
to investigate the dynamics between system flexibility and co
of this flexibility. The costs for each scenario are shown in Ta
1. The resulting range of adaptability for each design varia
(a8,K8,C8) and resulting lap times for each skid pad (F114, F840)
were found using a fine grid search to ensure optimality and
shown in Table 2. In CS1 and CS4, each variable is made ad
able. However, in CS2 and CS3, the center of gravity,a8, is kept
constant, indicating that the cost of making the center of grav
adaptable was not worth the marginal increase in system flex
ity. The corresponding ranges of flexibility are plotted in the rac
car model’s performance space in Fig. 9. Also, in Fig. 9, t
effective performance of each flexible racecar is shown for e
cost scenario and for the ideal flexible racecar. The ideal racec
one that achieves performance corresponding to optimal poin
and B in Fig. 9, or whose effective performance is the utopia po
~the point that combines the optimal performance of both obj
tives!. Each of the flexible designs achieves a level of perf
mance that exceeds the Pareto frontier. This is precisely one o
significant results of flexible systems; it is possible~and desirable!
for flexible designs to exceed Pareto optimality~exist left and
below of the Pareto frontier! as a result of the added flexibility
However, it is important to note that simply exceeding the set
Pareto optimal designs does not guarantee that the flexible rac
configuration will win a race against a single, static, Pareto o
mal racecar design configuration. To illustrate this, a mock rac
conducted in which each of the flexible racecar configuratio
compete with several static, Pareto optimal racecar configurati

A mock race is conducted in which 11 different racecar co
figurations compete. Five of these racers are flexible~Target, CS1,
CS2, CS3, and CS4! and it is assumed that their configuration

Table 1 Cost scenarios for racecar design variables

Initial
Cost

Unit Cost Initial
Cost

Unit Cost

DV CSI CS2

a8 2000 1000 20000 10000
K8 20000 10000 2000 1000
C8 20000 10000 20000 10000

CS3 CS4

a8 20000 10000 5000 1000
K8 20000 10000 5000 1000
C8 2000 1000 5000 1000
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 417
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change instantaneously to achieve flexible performance. The o
six racecars are non-flexible~static!, Pareto optimal configuration
~R1-R6!. The Pareto configurations are chosen evenly from al
the Pareto set, including the two endpoints~R1-endpoint A and
R6-endpoint B!. The race is composed of 100 laps of the 840
radius skid pad, and 400 laps of the 114 ft radius skid pad.
mock race is conducted via numerical simulation~multiply time
for one lap on a skid pad by number of laps!. The race results are
shown in Fig. 10, where the bars represent each racer’s time,
the shorter bars more desirable.

From the results presented in Fig. 10, it is determined tha
flexible racecar configuration does exist that has the ability to b
any non-flexible competitor. While this may seem an obvious c
clusion, it is important to realize that economic constraints m
keep flexible car designs from achieving performance superio
static car designs. Such is the case under two of the cost scen
evaluated~CS2 and CS3!. Although CS2 and CS3 are flexible, th
nature of the race—100 laps on 840 ft radius skid pad1400 laps
on 114 ft radius skid pad—and the economic constraints of th
scenarios make these flexible designs inferior to the fastest s
design. The remaining two cost scenarios~CS1 and CS4! do result
in optimally flexible configurations that are effective~i.e. faster
than any of the nonflexible racecars!. While the details of the cos
scenarios are not critical, it is significant to recognize the dyna

Fig. 9 Performance space plot for racecar model with ranges
of flexibility

Table 2 Results of flexibility optimization for racecar design

Cost Scenario 1 Adaptable Range

a8 0.329–0.350
K8 0.284–0.210
C8 0.508–0.430

(F114,F840) ~10.075, 16.578! sec

Cost Scenario 2 Adaptable Range

a8 0.350–0.350
K8 0.210–0.250
C8 0.430–0.480

(F114,F840) ~10.116, 16.578! sec

Cost Scenario 3 Adaptable Range

a8 0.350–0.350
K8 0.210–0.250
C8 0.430–0.480

(F114,F840) ~10.116, 16.578! sec

Cost Scenario 4 Adaptable Range

a8 0.329–0.520
K8 0.284–0.670
C8 0.310–0.508

(F114,F840) ~10.075, 16.437! sec
418 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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ics between the various costs and the capability of a system t
flexible. An effective flexible configuration for a design proble
may exist, but the ‘‘best’’ flexible configuration for that desig
problem may, in fact, not be effective~i.e. not perform any better
than a non-flexible configuration!. If this is the case the designe
may revert to a static design, or accept a higher cost of flexibi
allowing for an effective flexible design.

In design problems with many more variables and objectives
will become necessary to use advanced techniques to map
tween performance and design spaces. This is not a trivial p
lem. For a given set of design variable values there is one se
performance values. However, the converse is not true. For
set of performance values, there may be many designs that
vide the given performance. This one-to-many mapping prob
represents a significant challenge. Developments from other w
could be used to facilitate solving this mapping problem@38#.

5 Closing Remarks
The concepts and example presented in this paper, tho

simple, serve to show the potential benefits that a flexible des
framework can provide. The method used in the case study
vides the designer~s! an approach to bring flexibility into the de
sign process while considering the cost of such flexibility. T
method also gives an indication of the adaptable range of cer
design variables that change over time to provide the syste
performance flexibility.

Though the potential benefits are well suited for the future
flexible system design, answering the questions presented
~and those that will inevitably arise in the future! will prove chal-
lenging. The major concerns to be considered in developing
flexible system framework and answering the questions po
here are:

• Profit of being flexible: will the additional cost of flexible
systems be offset by increases in demand and profit? This i
important question that requires a comprehensive decision sup
framework.

• Applicability of system measures: what measures of flexib
ity and adaptability can be used for certain types of systems?

• Interface relationships: what are the relationships betw
openness and flexibility/modularity, and flexibility an
adaptability/robustness?

• Search techniques: how can the best combination of ad
able and/or robust variables be found? The cost of making de
variables adaptable may not be worth the added value of flex
ity or the profit generated from the added flexibility. Therefo
finding the combination of adaptable~changing! and robust~con-
stant! variables that gives the desired flexibility for a maximu
profit is the objective in flexible systems design.

Fig. 10 Race results for various static and flexible racecar de-
sign configurations
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Finally, this paper is intended to provide both, a starting po
from which academia and industry can move forward in devel
ing new decision support tools and as a basis for establishin
standard lexicon for use when referring to flexible system des
It may also be viewed as an invitation to help take flexibility fro
an abstract concept to a tangible reality in product and syst
design.
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